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also reveal the presence of fire-damp. Incidentally, he
made important contributions to the study of flame. This
is yet another example of the power and rapidity of his
genius. And how did he phrase his view of the social
importance of his researches on the safety-lamp? His
opening paragraphs in the collected papers on Flame,
published in 1818, are:
"The use of pit-coal in Britain is connected not only
with the necessaries, comforts and enjoyments of life, but
also with the extension of our most important arts, our
manufactures, commerce and national riches.
Essential in affording warmth and preparing food, it
yields a sort of artificial sunshine, and in some measure
compensates for the disadvantages of our climate. By
means of it metallurgical processes are carried on, and the
most important materials of civilized life furnished, the
agriculturist is supplied with a useful manure, and the archi-
tect with a necessary cement. Not only manufactories and
private houses, but even whole streets are lighted by its
application, and, in furnishing the element of activity in
the steam-engine, it has given a wonderful impulse to
mechanical and chemical ingenuity, diminished to a great
extent human labour, and increased, in a high degree, the
strength and wealth of the country.
Everything connected with the permanent supply of such
a material is worthy of scientific consideration, and to
remove obstacles, difficulties or dangers connected with its
production is not unimportant to the State."
Another manifesto of the applied scientist! The direc-
tion of British history was fundamentally affected by two
mighty events of 1815: Wellington's victory over Napoleon
and Davy's victory over fire-damp. Davy's victory paid
for Wellington's.
The safety-lamp allowed the coal industry to grow
rapidly. It did not diminish the number of miners killed
because it greatly increased the number exposed to danger
by making deeper and larger mines workable. Davy
refused to patent the invention because his "sole object was
to serve the cause of humanity." The chief effect of his

